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Abstract— As technology scales, transient faults due single
event transient have emerged as a important challenge for
reliability of processors. This work presents a system level
intervention to overcome single event transient faults restoring
a processor’s state to a safe one when it is detected. A new
level of memory hierarchy is defined, empowering the processor
to roll back a few number of instructions. By doing so, the
modified registers and memory elements may be restored to a safe
value. A pipelined reduced instruction set computer architecture
was modified to support this feature. The proposed architecture
was synthesized using Cadence tools and sent to production
at ams. A 12% total layout area increase was obtained with
achievable 65MHz using this technique. Future work will be its
characterization using the fabricated chip.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Embedded computing systems have become a pervasive
part of daily life, used for tasks ranging from providing
entertainment to assisting the functioning of key human organs
[1]. Added with the large number of semiconductor devices in
a single electronic system, it’s reasonable to require very low
device failure rates.
Aiming to overcome reliability problems of integrated circuits, a significant number of works has been released. Several
techniques try to reduce permanent failures, like wearout,
defects, etc. While other techniques cover temporary failures.
The main causes of temporary failures is based on two kind
of sources, classified as: transient and intermittent. Intermittent temporary failures are consequence of process variation,
weak parts, operation margins and others. Transient temporary
failures may be a result from radiation incidence, like single
event transient (SET) that can lead to soft errors [2]. The latter
severely impact the field-level product reliability, as identified
by the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
[3].
The approach presented in this work tries to overcome
transient faults by allowing soft errors to occur, but when
they do, the processor will roll-back a few number of possibly
corrupted instructions. Combined with a set of bulk built in
current sensors attached to a group of cell, the processor will
be able to recover its state, to a safe one, when a SET is
detected.
The proposed architecture was sent to production at ams
.35um technology. Future work will be based on its characterization with the produced chip.

The section II describes basics concepts regarding reliability
and current solutions for enhancement. Section III introduces
the theory of the sensors applied in this work. In section IV the
roll-back processor’s architecture is detailed including some
comparison with the generic processor. In section V results
data are presented, while section VI concludes this work.
II. P RELIMINARIES
This section describes reliability concerns about integrated
circuits and presents solutions already proposed to enhance
reliability.
A. Reliability in current and future technologies
As Moore’s law states, the number of transistors on integrated circuits doubles approximately every two years. Nowadays, some processors are already made out of billions of
transistors with still increasing tendency. This development
is possible due to continuously shrinking technology sizes.
As consequence, though, reliability concerns are rising with
alerting pace. Reliability is even more important in real-time
safety-critical high performance products such as industrial
automation, medical instrumentation, aerospace, automotive,
military and nuclear reactor systems.
B. Solutions to enhance reliability
One proposed solution on the low-level design, is the insertion of redundant transistors, also called shadow-transistors
[4]. An alternative low-level design approach is the enhancement via sleep transistors technique, using the well-known
standby leakage reduction, increasing the lifetime reliability
(classified as permanent failure) [5].
A set of system-level solutions already exist to overcome
transient faults. One of them is based on error detection and
correction. Specific modules are created to detect whether
the memory or registers contents are corrupted and correct it
based on a specialized algorithm for an transient fault tolerant
microcontroller [6]. In contrast, the approach presented in [7]
is based on redundancy of space and/or time for arithmetic
operations.
Several low-level design approaches, like BBICS (bulk built
in current sensors), requires some System-Level Interventions.
Those interventions vary from the usage of redundant combinational logic blocks [8] to sequential rolling-back techniques [9]. This present work describes a system-level solution

Fig. 1. A wired-OR set of nBBICS sensors. All sensors output generate a
single flag of SET [11].

Fig. 2.

Roll-back processor’s architecture.

B. BBICS theory of operation
based on sequential (pipelined) logic blocks. Specifically, it
will be applied to a pipelined RISC general-purpose processor.
Therefore, this solution will act directly on the program
counter (PC) and define a new level of memory hierarchy to
roll-back a few number of instructions in case of detection of a
SET by the BBICS. A similar work has been already proposed
using BBICS for a 8051 processor whose architecture, though,
is not based on a pipeline [10].
III. B ULK BUILT IN CURRENT SENSORS
The Bulk Built-In Current Sensors (BBICS) are a low-level
design approach to detect soft errors. Hence, the BBICS do
not avoid the SET to occur, instead, the sensor just detects it
and outputs a digital signal (active low or high). Therefore, the
BBICS requires some System-Level Interventions to recover
to a safe state.
This section defines SET and states the theory behind the
operation of the BBICS.

The sensing device, Bulk Built-In Current Sensors (BBICS),
detects the transient current generated by the impact of an
energetic particle at a sensitive circuit node [15]. Each BBICS
is connected directly to the bulk of a set of transistors. The
sensor continuously checks if there is a current discrepancy
that may occur during a particle strike in that silicon substrate
region [11].
Since each BBICS detects a possible fault inside one cell,
every cell must be re-designed with this structure attached
to it. Therefore, there will be an area and power penalties.
Some works around BBICS technology [11] already proposed
a modular BBICS that applies functional block sharing to
mitigate these problems. The proposed area increase is close
to 25% and a very low increase in power dissipation.
Whenever there is a SET on a specific node, the sensor
attached to its closest cell will detected this event generating a
digital signal (active high or low). Figure 1 shows a collection
of wired-OR of BBICS [11].

A. Single event transient (SET)
A single event transient (SET) is a temporary disruption
of the output of a device or circuit, caused by an ionizing
particle passing through the device [12]. Particles are present
at space environment generated by solar activity, which may
create secondary ions such as alpha particles when interacting
with atoms in the target device [3].
A SET may occur both, in analog and digital circuits. In
CMOS digital circuits, when a particle penetrate the struck
transistor in a circuit element, it may inject or extract charge
from the node that causes a temporary voltage swing around
the struck mode. As the technology sizes shrinks, the amount
of charge needed to store information of a bit (minimum
charge [13]) at one node is continuously decreasing. Hence,
less charge from an energetic particle is needed to change the
logical state of a node, making it more susceptible to reliability
problems [3], [14].
In digital circuits, when a SET occurs at a node, it may
propagate as a transient voltage pulse. When this propagating
pulse reaches a flip-flop, and combined with clock transition,
the SET may corrupt the value of the sequential element,
generating a soft error.

IV. ROLL - BACK PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE
To recover from a potential transient failure, the basic
processor architecture must be modified. It is required to
flush its pipeline vector, recover its memory contents (registers
or memory cache) and take back the last reliable program
counter value. This section describes to modified processor
architecture.
A. Pipelined RISC processor
The proposed architecture is divided in three major levels
of abstraction. The System-Level layer is defined by all extended hardware needed at the datapath to adapt the enhanced
pipelined RISC architecture. The enhanced pipeline RISC
layer is described by the general MIPS architecture [16]
with the roll-back caches (RB-cache) inserted on its storage
components (physical memory and register bank). The LowLevel Intervention is defined by all hardware that is added
during the place & route phase, i.e. the BBICS and related
circuitry. Figure 2 shows the proposed RISC architecture.
The applied processor consists of a four stage pipeline.
The presented architecture is able to roll-back up to four

instructions. This number can easily during design phase by
adjusting the size of RB-cache and the number of stored
program counter values. Therefore, the response time of its
BBICS may have some flexibility with the trade-off of cache
size.
Some pipeline hazards are handled in this architecture, such
as data and branch hazards. This pipeline hazard controller
stall the processor and/or forward data when it is detected.
Also a simple static branch prediction technique is used for
conditional jump instructions.
B. Instruction set
A basic instruction set was implemented for this processor
including: arithmetic and logic operations, jumps and memory
access.
Further, instructions with the purpose of simplify the debugging were added. These instructions can enable/disable the
rolling-back module, insert simulated errors at specific nodes
and control I/O signals (memory mapped I/O). To simulate a
specific error in a selected path, user may set the special purpose register Enable Error Register using instruction ERRSIM
(Error simulation). Setting a specific bit, the XOR gate will
act as a inverter on the selected node simulating a corrupted
node.

Fig. 3. RB-cache. New level of memory hierarchy. Physical memory and
register bank will have a RB-cache to store temporary data. Any data written
will be delayed for 4 clock cycles to guarantee a safe 4 instruction roll-back.

C. Roll-Back cache (RB-cache)
To make recovery possible, a new level for memory hierarchy is proposed. Figure 3 shows the Roll-Back cache (RBcache) block diagram. The physical memory and the register
bank have been redesigned to work with its own RB-cache.
Figure 4 shows the interconnection between physical memory
and its RB-cache.
Any write operation to either physical memory or register
bank will generate a write inside its RB-cache. This cache
stores the data, the address and sets a flag (W, storing that it
was a write operation) for each written information. All saved
information moves through the stack. Reaching the bottom of
the stack, it automatically generates a write memory request.
Whenever there is a SET detected by the BBICS, a signal
will be generated to clear all RB-caches, clearing all unsafe
modifications within 4 clock cycles (instructions). There is a
minimal critic area necessary for safe operation, defined as
roll-back protected (RB-protected) [9]. If a SET occur at this
critical zone the roll-back module cannot guarantee correctly
recovery. Area increasing low-level design techniques like
Selective node engineering [17] or Circuit hardening [18]
should be applied to reduced drastically the probability of SET
at this critical zone. The dashed zone in figure 3 defines the
RB-protected area.

Fig. 4. Chaced Memory - Example of interconnection of physical memory
(including all memory hierarchy level) and its RB-cache.

guaranteed that the current program counter value was actually
executed and hadn’t being jumped. Therefore, the program
counter stack must be stored there.
Whenever a BBICS detects a SET event, its output will
trigger the roll-back module. The roll-back module will, then,
clear all RB-caches, flush the pipeline vector and recover the
last reliable PC at the bottom of the stacked values. Using a
wired-OR logic with all detection devices, the processor may
recover from the SET event wherever it occurred.
Since the pipeline vector is flushed and the last reliable
program counter is taken from the bottom of the PC-stack,
stored at the ID-DF, third pipeline’s stage, then the worst case
penalty time is six clock cycles.

D. Rolling-back instructions
Similarly to the RB-cache, a stacked set of registers must
be used to store the last safe program counter value. To
prevent false values of program counter due to wrong branch
predictions, the current program counter propagates through
the pipeline. Only at ID-DF pipeline’s stage, see figure 2, it is

Fig. 5. Rolling back instructions. Simplified state machine for Roll-back
module’s control.

it is expected that the maximum frequency should be lower
than that.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 6.
Synthesized roll-back processor. Semi-custom design using ams
0.35um technology. Upper block shows the OR logic gates unifying all BBICS
signals, left block is the synthesized debugging logic and bottom block is the
processor layout using BBICS.

This work presents a system level intervention to overcome
single event transient faults. The main idea behind the intervention is to restore the processor’s state to a safe one when
it is detected a single event transient.
A specific sensor devices for transient fault detection were
added leading to an area increase of 12%. This work was
limited to functional simulation, its correct functionality was
validated. Its characterization will be performed using the
fabricated chip achieving a more robust test bench using a
emulated single event transient.
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Fig. 7. Simulating a SET with roll-back module enabled. The simulated trigger (BBICS Trigger signal) generates the roll-back pulse response (Rollback).
Although the instruction opcode is still being corrupted, the instructions are
executed again correctly, restoring the processor’s state to a safe one.
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